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Abstract- The purpose of this study was to generate more concise rule extraction from the ITJ method. The proposed algorithm replacing the 
c4.5 program currently employed in ITJ method. The algorithms that can provide further insight are needed. Rule extraction can provide such 
explanations. The research was consequently operated to determine twelve rules with data sets having discrete and continuous aspect. The rule 
derivation method recommended for strengthen ITJ method to carry out deeply classification rules. The J48 scion decision tree algorithm is 
generated and  used for classification.  ITJ method is combined with sample selection technique which is  used to substantially better accuracy 
and provided a considerably fewer average number of rules and antecedents. The proposed method is suitable for decision making medical 
accept including the diagnosis of all type of diabetes mellitus. The conventional input scooping approach for the forecast of diabetes uses 
single classifier method for anticipate the disease, which have documented approximately high rate of efficiency. Thus the theoretical hybrid 
classifier capability is recommended to predict diabetes through feature relevance analysis with high accuracy rate. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

  Diabetes is the second most common cause of death 
worldwide, accounting for 6% of global diabetes incidence 
and 9% of mortality. In 2012, 857,000 deaths were directly 
attributed able to diabetes [1]. It is the fifth most common 
type of diabetes among men (665,000 new cases, 8% of all 
cases) and the ninth most common among women(339,000 
cases, 3% of all cases). Although substantial progress has 
been made regarding the knowledge and management of   
diabetes disease over the past several decades, approximately 
40 million patients in India are suspected to have chronic 
diabetes condition [2]. Unfortunately, the evaluation of 
diabetes disease in the EU is limited due to difficulties in 
accessing data from individual countries. 
       In order to grasp a clear understanding  of the actual 
burden of diabetes disease the prevalence of diabetes which 
represent the end stage of diabetes and therefore indicative 
of the associated mortality, need to be accurately assessed; 
however, such details have rarely been reported[3]. The 
existing method use of rule extraction algorithm with Re-
RX techniques for preprocessing [4]. This combination is 
similar to sampling ITJ with j48 scion, however, based on 
the difficulty of extracting highly accurate rules, the use of 
sampling-selection ITJ method allowed us to achieve high 
accuracy while only sacrificing slightly less conciseness 
because although continuous ITJ provides higher accuracy, 
it also extracts a large number of rules [5]. The accuracy 
and interpretability of diagnostic rules extracted using 
sampling-selection ITJ were investigated based on a 
comparison with crisp rule extraction and two previous 
fuzzy rule extraction techniques. The Pima Indian Dataset 
from the UCI repository [6], which comprises 768 cases 
with two classes (diabetes or Non diabetes) and nine 
attributes used. Rule extraction can provide detailed 

explanations underlying assignments and is it therefore 
becoming increasingly popular; however, in the medical 
setting, extracted rules must be not only highly accurate, 
but also simple and easy to understand. 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

  According to know the Pima Indians have the highest 
reported incidence of diabetes in the world. Smith used the 
same dataset to test a model for prediction the onset of 
diabetes mellitus. In this study were used to model the 
relationship between the onset of diabetes mellitus and 
previous risk factors for diabetes among Pima Indian data 
set [7]. 

Medical data mining discovers hidden patterns from 
datasets efficiently and accurately. These patterns can then 
be utilized for disease diagnosis and treatment. Following 
research method focus on using different data mining 
techniques for medical datasets [8]  proposed a framework 
for diagnosis of diabetes in female patients. It is established 
on an altogether of neural network and support vector 
machine.  The example dataset is from UCI data repository. 
Empirical conclusion display excellent classification and 
forecast certainty. It treated a great tool for identifying 
diabetes patients [9]. It is completed from decision that 
contemporary population of diabetes is placed on old 
population and can be used to retrive high chromosomal 
certainty [10]. The suggested exemplary handling kNN 
classification facility along with k-means in the existence 
of several pre-processing steps. 

 Experimental results show high accuracy with 
different k values [11]  proposed a framework for diabetes 
diagnosing for  Pima Indian diabetes dataset. It handling 
SVM classifier to anticipate the diabetic victim. The aspect 
selection is behave using F-score and k-mean clustering 
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design to obtain optimal set of appearances. High accuracy 
of proposed technique recommended it for disease 
diagnosis [12] created a soft switcher in Bayesian 
framework by combining elements from both averaging 
and switching techniques. The datasets are used to check 
out achievement of the proposed technique [13]. An 
analysis of the new literature show that broad analysis has 
been charged for diabetes diagnosis using ensembles[14]. 
Yet to be decision trees have not been analyzed 
appropriately for the purpose. This exploration 
arrangement ensemble based approach to evaluate the 
performance of decision tree ensembles for diabetic 
datasets.    

   Enhanced Regular Covering Technique (ERCT) 
algorithm recycled to guideline can be derived precisely 
from the training data (without having to generate a 
decision tree first) using regular covering technique [15]. 
The flag appear from the concept that the guideline is 
learned continuously; where each law for a given class will 
attractively dress many of the class’s tuples. Sequential 
covering algorithms are the better universally used access 
to mining disjunctive arranged of classification rules form 
the topic of this division. Each time a rules is learned the 
tuples covered by the rule are removed and the process 
repeats on the remaining tuples[16]. This regular learning 
of rules is in contrast to decision tree induction. Because 
the path to each leaf in a decision tree corresponds to a rule 
can consider decision tree induction as learning a set of 
rules simultaneously. A basic regular covering algorithm 
rules are studied for one class that time.The information a 
rule for a class C would relate the rule to cover all of the 
training tuples of class C and none of the tuples from other 
classes. The way of rules studied should be of high 
efficiency. If the rules need not necessarily be of high 
coverage, the action extend until the terminating condition 
is met, such as when there are no more training tuples or 
the character of rule exchanged is a user described 
doorstep. This learn one rule action asset the best rule for 
the recent class given the current set of training tuples[17]. 
       Typically rules are grown in a general to specific 
manner. ERCT technique append by adding the attribute 
test as a logical consent to the existing condition of the rule 
antecedent, suppose in this training set D consists of Pima 
Indian Diabetes data. ERCT technique considers each 
possible attribute test that may be added to the rule. This 
can be derived from the parameter attribute values which 
contains a list of attributes with their associated values. 
Typically the training data will contain many attributes, 
each of which may have several possible values. 
 

III. TO INTRODUCE ITERATION TECHNIQUE 
WITH J48 SCION (ITJ) TECHNIQUE 

 
     The elementary technique of choosing convenient 

trees have  been frequently treated desirable, j48 scion tree 
differs in this process works on the assumption that similar 
objects are very likely in the same class. Hence j48 scion 
tree experiment to develop superior classification models at 
the expense of producing highly trees. 

   The j48 scion decision trees can experience grafting 
as a panel development meant broadly to reclassify parts of 
the detail space in which there are no training data or there 
are only misclassified data, as a means of decreasing 

prediction errors. As such this method identifies leaf 
regions that should be pruned and subsequently generates 
new leaves with novel classifications via a branching out 
process, necessarily producing a more  complex tree. This 
process only allows branching that avoids the introduction 
of classification errors into data that have  been correctly 
classified. As a result, rather than introducing errors, the 
scion technique eliminates them. 

   To provide a more efficient means of evaluating the 
supporting evidence, This algorithm is associated with 
grafting from the all regions of a leaf defined as those 
regions that result from removing all surrounding decision 
surfaces. Eliminating can be thought of as the contrary 
process to scion  because it diminish decision tree intricacy  
while continuing a suitable degree of prediction accuracy. 
The  comparison, scion technique increases the complexity 
of the tree. Although ITJ decisive that the coordinate use of 
these two approaches generates good results. The 
eliminating examines detail internal to analyzed leaves, 
during grafting takes into account information external to 
the leaves. These approaches are complementary and their 
combined use generally produces a lower prediction error 
than their separate applications. 

    The sample selection technique removes these data 
samples before building a  model that distinguishes 
between diabetes and non-diabetes. An Neural Network 
(NN) ensemble is trained to identify potentially irregular or 
mislabeled data samples that are consistently misclassified 
by the majority of NNs in the ensemble are removed. The 
Proposed algorithm includes following techniques. 1) 
Ensemble creation: train an ensemble of M feed forward 
NNs using the available training data samples. 2) Sample 
selection: select training data samples based on the 
predictions of the NN ensemble; 3) Model generation: use 
the selected samples to train an NN. 4) Rule extraction: 
apply an NN rule extraction algorithm to obtain concise 
and interpretable classification rules capable of 
distinguishing between diabetes and non-diabetes. Sample 
selection is a core component of the sampling selection 
technique.  This technique employed an NN ensemble to 
identify outliers in the training dataset. Removing outliers 
and noise prior to learn has been shown to improve the 
predictive accuracy of numerous learning methods. A data 
sample is labeled as an outlier, and subsequently discarded, 
if it was incorrectly classified by a proportion of NNs 
exceeding the threshold ‘p’ otherwise the sample is 
retained in the training dataset. 

 
A. Iteration Technique with J48 scion (ITJ) method 
 

Step1 : Train the dataset from the databases through10 cross   
validation technique. 

Ste  Step2: Selected the best samples from training dataset 
remaining samples discarded. 

Ste    Step3: Train and prune an NN using the dataset S and all of    
its D and C attributes 

Ste    Step4:  Let  D’ and C’  be the sets of discrete and continuous        
attributes, respectively, still present in the network 
and let S’ be the set of data samples correctly 
classified by the pruned network   

              Step5: Generate decision tree by using both discrete and      
continuous C’ attributes . 
Step6:  For each rule Ri is generated. 
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Step7:  Check for any base cases 
Step8:  For each attribute  
Step9:  Find the normalized information gain from splitting 

              Step10:Let a_best be the attribute with the highest 
normalized information gain 

Step11: Create a decision node that splits on a_best  
Recur on the sublists obtained by splitting on 
a_best, and add those nodes as children of node. 

Step12: If support Ki>t1 and error Ki>t2 then 
              Step13: Let  Vi be the set of data samples that satisfies the  

condition of rule Ki, let Di be the set of    discrete 
attributes and let Ci be the set of Continuous 
attributes that does not appear in rule condition 
Ki. 

Step14: Call continuous ITJ(Si,Di, Ci) 
Step15: Otherwise stop. 
 

IV. ILLUSTRATION 
 
A. Rules extracted using the ITJ method 
 

  R1: If OGTT≤ 135 then non diabetes 
  R2: If OGTT∈ (132,142) and BMI ≤35 and DBP  ≤92      

then Non diabetes 
  R3: If OGTT ∈ (122,135) and BMI ∈ (27,35) and DBP ∈ 

(82,91) then Non diabetes 
R4: If OGTT ∈ (138,148) and BMI >39 and DBP > 91 

then diabetes 
R5: If OGTT ∈ (122,132) and BMI >26 and DBP <86 

then Non diabetes 
R6: If OGTT>150 and BMI >36 and DBP>86 then 

diabetes 
R7: If OGTT >153 and BMI >42 and DBP >92 then 

diabetes 
R8: If OGTT <140 and BMI <32 and DBP>85 then Non 

diabetes 
R9: If OGTT >152 and BMI >41 and DBP>92 then 

diabetes 
R10: If OGTT<137 and BMI <31 and DBP<84 then Non 

diabetes 
R11: If OGTT<134 and BMI<29 and DBP<89 then Non 

diabetes 
R12: If OGTT>150 and BMI>39 and DBP>92 then 

diabetes 
 

  B. Confusion Matrix 
 

  If the person have diabetes is the predicted class, it will 
give the answer as “yes”. If the person have no diabetes is 
the predicted class, it will give the answer as “No”. The 
classifier made a total of 768 predictions (e.g. patients were 
being tested for the presence of that disease). The classifier 
predicted "yes" 532 times, and "no" 236 times. In reality, 
105 patients in the sample have the disease, and 60 patients 
do not have diabetes. 

 
TABLE 1 Confusion Matrix 

 

 
Classified 

as 
Healthy 

Classified 
as not 

Healthy 
Actual 

Healthy TP FN 

Actual 
Not 

Healthy 
FP TN 

  
The confusion matrix for the Pima Indian Diabetes 
dataset is tabulated in Table 1.It shows True Positive 
(TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP), and False 
Negative (FN). 
 
C. Performance of ITJ method 

Training Accuracy =                               (1)   
        
Testing Accuracy (Test set)  =                (2)                      
 
Training Accuracy &  

Testing  Accuracy(SD)  =         (3)          

 
TPR           =                                       (4)      
 
FPR           =                                       (5) 
     

 
TABLE 2 Performance of ITJ method (average of 10 

runs of 10-fold cross validation [CV]) 
 

 

TR 
Acc 
(%) 

 
TS 
ACC 
(%) 

# 
Rul
es 

Ave.# 
antece
dent 

TR 
ACC 
(SD) 

TS 
ACC 
(SD) 

Regular 
covering 
techniqu
e 

91.11 89.62 9 3 1.59 1.72 

STAD 
 model 

93 91 10 3 1.65 1.78 

ITJ  
method 

94 93 12 3 1.73 1.80 

 
The performance of ITJ method is tabulated in table 2. 
The Training Accuracy (TR ACC), Testing Accuracy (TS 
ACC), Number of rules, Average number of antecedents 
and standard deviation of TR, TS are listed in table 2. 
The proposed ITJ method is compared with the Regular 
covering Technique and STAD model. The result shows 
that ITJ method produces higher percentage of accuracy. 
The  regular covering technique, STAD model and ITJ 
method are tested using PID data set. 

D. Histogram representation of ITJ method with 
regular covering technique  
     In this representation ITJ method is compared with 
STAD model and regular covering technique. The 
optimality of multi-objective optimization and economics 
is always an important issue. In the case of medical rule 
extraction there is a tradeoff between high diagnostic 
accuracy and the interpretability of extracted rules. 
Physician may need to obtain extracted diagnostic rules 
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with reduced accuracy and more interpretability. 
Needless to say, if the optimal solution can be found only 
by best extracted rules the optimal solution is obtained 
using wider viable region which provides improvements 
in both diagnostic accuracy and interpretability  rule 
extraction technique is used  to compromise between 
both requirements and also building a simple rule set. 
The results show that the method is to take decision is 
well performed complex models. 

 
 

Fig.1  Histogram representation of comparison between 
Regular covering technique, STAD Model and ITJ 

method with accuracy, number of rules, antecedents. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 
  The ITJ method is more accurate, concise and 
interpretable and therefore more suitable for  decision 
making is medical environment. Actually high accuracy, 
conciseness and interpretability are achieved 
simultaneously by the proposed ITJ method. The ITJ 
method is used to be particularly in patients with diabetes 
mellitus with relatively high fracture risk. Hence, the 
diagnosis of diabetes mellitus remains a complex 
problem; therefore ITJ method should be tested on more 
recent and complete diabetes datasets in future studies in 
order to ensure that the most highly accurate rules can be 
extracted for diagnosis. 
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